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DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL IF KNOWN,PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Babcock House, commonly called "Whistling Chimneys,"
is presentlya
two-and-a-half story, gableroofed
building of
five bays with a framed center door and a large’central
stone
and brick chimney.
The structure is covered with naturally
stained wooden shingles and white painted wooden trim.
It faces
‘south, with Quonochontaug Pond immediately to the west.
Structurally,
the house has been enlarged on several occasions,
all within this century; but the original sections of the
building remain -relatively unchanged on the interior.
As built,
the original house consisted of a two-and-a-half story, threebay, gabled unit to the east of the central chimney and a storyand-a-half gabled ell extending to the west.
The massive chimney,
serving three rooms on the ground floor and one chamber above,
is constructed of stone in the basement and first level and of
brick in the second story and’attic.
The foundations of the
building are a local granite with a full basement beneath the
eastern half of the house.
Within, exposed and cased corner
posts are seen throughout the house, and summer beams and plates
are visible in the two main rooms of the ground floor.
Lowered
ceilings conceal the plates in other rooms.

.-

Fenestration
in the Babcock House is extremely irregular
and shows many changes.
Four narrow four-over-four windows on
the west side of the house, two on the third floor and two in
the west wall of the keeping room, appear to be original.
A
glazed cupboard in the southwest parlor also shows original or
early glass.
A complex molded cornice breaks forward at each
of the second story windows on the south facade.
The present owner, Mrs. Harold Brown, placed a bay window
above the front door, a horizontal group of three connected
windows on the western half’of the south -facade, first floor,
and added one double-window dormer on the south and two on the
north in the early 1950’s.
In the early 19th century an entrance door was added on the east facade, replacing the lower
right window there.
-

.

The entrance door, slightly off center on the south
facade, is a framed four-panel door with a horizontal group of
three transom lights at the top.
Within, the entry includes a
stairway which rises against the chimney in three runs.
It
has square posts and flat balusters sawn out in a modified "S"
pattern.
From the second to the third garret
level, the
balusters are straight.
The string of,thestairs
is enclosed
by fine raised paneling on the first level and simple vertical
see
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sheathing above.
A raised one-over-one panel door conceals the
basement stairs immediately below.
Peg molding and corner posts
with a boldly beaded edge are also seen in the entry stairhall.
To the left of the entry, the keeping room is dominated by
a large stone fireplace built of 8"-lO" square granite blocks.
A brick beehive oven is built into the right rear of the ‘fire
place; the lintel is a 10" x 4" chestnut beam. A granite hearth
extends 2½’ into the room.
There is a later narrow mantel shelf
and exposed stone above.
The corner posts, plates, and summer
beam have been restored and painted, and modern rafters have
been added where the originals were removed.
A corner cupboard
with raised panel doors is located in the southwest corner of
the room.
A series of scalloped shelves are located behind the
door of the upper half and the corner post can be seen at the
back.
Original wrought iron "H" hinges are used on the corner
cupboard, and strap and YHL" hinges can also be seen throughout
the house.
A complex cornice molding across the top of the
corner cupboard corresponds to the width of the plate.
The
original wide oak floor boards remain unpainted in this room.
On the opposite side of the chimney from the keeping room
is located the main parlor, distinguished by an elaborately
panelled chimney wall.
A 30’x 40" stone fireplace has been
filled in by an early nineteenth century Franklin stove.
The
hearth is constructed of 7" square bricks, thought to have been
imported as ballast due to theE- unusual shape.
The fireplace
opening is delineated by a bolection molding.
An elaborate
raised panel wall extends from floor to ceiling and 32" to the
left and right of the bolection molding, thus abutting the northwest corner post in the room.
Centered in the north wall of the
room, a built-in-cupboard
is flanked b.y two four-panel doors
leading into the rear chambers.
The upper half of the ‘cupboard
has a twelve-pane glazed door attached by original "HL" hinges.
Below, there is a door of two vertical,
raised panels.
As
throughout the house, the three parlor doors are raised fourpanel units; wooden latches and latch strings have been restored
in all rooms.
The windows have been changed, but modern
twelve-over-twelve
sash has been installed by the present owner.
See
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Two small rooms, presumably bed chambers, complete the
story gable area
ground floor of the orig I na 1 two-and-a-half
of the house.
T he room in the northeast
cor ner is the smaller
by the rep lacement of the
and has been alt ered in cha racter
The second bedroom’s east wind ow by a ma] or entrance door.
room, directly
north of the chimney,
is longer and is connected
length of
to the keeping room.
On the exterior,
the addi tional
this
room was a ccommoda t ed b y a leanto
from the keeping room
and attached
to the ‘orig i na 1 two-and-a-half
stor y section.
This northwest
chamber i s de corated by a chimney breast similar
A bolection
molding
to that
in the parlor
bu t smaller
in scale.
around the fire place and paneled wall
is completed by. a cor
All pain t has been removed from
nice of complex si 1 houet te.
this woodwork.
A single
raised panel of chair
rail
height
to
the left
of the chimney breast panel i
is unique to this room.
The flooring
he re is of pine.
On the second floor,
the plan of the eastern
section o f the
The main chamber has
house reproduces
that of the floor
bel ow.
but reduced
a fireplace
surr ound very similar
to t hat of the parlor
of brick wit ha
in scale by one third
The fireplace
is built
Squ are
pink granite
1 in tel
i nset by two small blocks of wood.
The corn er
bricks
are also used for the hearth
in this
room.
posts are expose d but the summer beam, running east and wes t, and
the plates have been concealed
by the lowered ceiling.
To the north,
two small bedrooms open off
bf: this main
chamber.
The western room of the two was also conn ected to the
main stairway
by a narrow passageway running along the western
side of the chimney.
Around 1900, the house was en larged by
raising
the roof of the western ell
and inserting
a full
second
That new area now contains
floor.
two bedrooms and a rear stairunfinis hed but was
way for the house.
The attic
area was left
probably used as a sleeping
loft.
One interesting
feature
of
the attic
is a smoke oven built
into the fireplace
at this
level.
A nineteenth
centu ry photograph
of the house shows an open
lean to porch on the nor th side of the west ell and a two-story
south
of the house.
In the early
open porch across the f ront
into a kitchen and
twen tieth
century the 1 eanto was converted
Subsequently,
a glassed-in
the double level
porch was removed.
room
porch on the west end of the keeping room, and a utility
See
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added.

Although
the present structure
on the exterior
is greatly
changed from the original
formation,
the interior
s paces and
finishing
remain relative ly unaltered.
The house i 5 still
surrounded
by substantial
acreage which maintains
i ts early
agricultural
environment.
The stone walls dividing
the area
adjacent
to the house also suggest the farming funct ions.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

No definite information has been uncovered to determine the
date of construction or original builder of the house.
It is
located on an area of land known as Quonochontaug Neck which has
been developed as a summer resort colony.
Originally, however,
the land was owned by the Stanton family, and it is logical to
assume the house was built by them.
Because of the house’s close
proximity to the water, it has been posited that the house was
built there to serve as a trading post.
Thomas Stanton, founder
of the family in this area, ran a trading post in nearby Stonington,
Connecticut.
-

-

-

In plan and original design, this house closely resembles- the
Sheffield House, thought to have been built by Joseph Stanton some
time between 1685 and 1713 and located less than- a mile to the east
on Quonochontaug Neck.
Both structures were originally composed
of a central chimney, a one-story gabled ell to the left and a
larger unit on the right.*
The Babcock House, despite its extensive
additions, maintains the high quality of its interior finish.
The -chimney and stair organization and panelling are all excellent
examples of characteristic
local architecture.
The siting of the
house and the property attached to it enhance the Babcock House’s
significance
as a physical reminder of Rhode Island’s early
agricultural
development.
*This combination of two sections built at the same time, of
differing heights and proportions on either .side of a chimney which
thus becomes central, is an unusual plan formation found in Rhode
Island in a number of early "South County" structures.
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